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Plasma merging experiments using TS-3 and 
MRX devices have given a new methodology 
of a slow formation of an FRC. The compact 
toroids formed by the merging, however, have 
been suffered from a tilt mode. In the exper-
iments, a weak toroidal field applied by a coil 
current along the major axis makes the sphero-
maks (before merging) and FRC (after merging) 
stable to the tilt mode. Nevertheless, our linear 
analyses have pointed out that the ballooning 
modes could remain unstable after stabilization 
of the tilt mode. Thus, we have studied a nonlin-
ear development of the n = 1 ballooning mode 
by means of the MHD simulation. 
Fig.1 clearly shows that, as the ballooning 
mode grows, the pressure profile starts to wave 
and is largely deformed by the convection mo-
tion in the final stage. Here, the external 
toroidal field suppresses the tilt mode growth. 
In the nonlinear stage, a big bulge of pressure 
is formed on the mid-plane of the torus near at 
r.p = 1r. Growth of the unstable mode is satu-
rated at t = 70T A by the large deformation of 
the pressure profile. Then, the amplitude of the 
n = 1 mode decreases. Fig.2 shows the punctual 
plots of field lines in the case given above. Be-
cause of the finite resistivity, many magnetic is-
lands are formed on rational surfaces and, then, 
overlap making stochastic field lines as the in-
stability grows. At t = 40TA, the magnetic sur-
faces are almost destroyed, while the pressure 
profile is kept globally. It is noteworthy that 
most of field lines originally confined in the sep-
aratrix surface reconnect with the external ones 
that penetrate the vessel wall. While the par-
allel thermal conductivity is not taken into ac-
count in the present model, it may play an im-
portant role in the nonlinear stage diffusing the 
thermal energy along the stochastic field lines. 
If once the n = 1 ballooning mode is excited, 
therefore, the equilibrium configuration would 
be disrupted both in the cases with and without 
the thermal conduction. 
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The above results imply that controlling pres-
sure and current profiles should be pursued also 
in the merging experiments for a successful for-
mation of a stable configuration. 
Figure 1: Time evolution of pressure contours at 
r.p = 0 (top) and 1r (bottom) when the ballooning 
mode is the most unstable. 
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Figure 2: Punctual plots of field lines in at five 
different time steps. 
